
Pro EX10000 3LCD Full HD 1080p Wireless Laser
Projector with Miracast

Contact Us 800.463.7766

Mon-Fri 7am-4pm PT

If you can’t see the screen, you can’t social distance.

Own the room with the all‐new Pro EX10000 Full HD 1080p  wireless laser projector — a breakthrough
in business projection, only from Epson . Designed to maximize visibility for socially distanced
presentations, this sleek projector displays vivid, larger‐than‐life images up to 300" with 4,500 lumens of
color and white brightness . Epson’s most advanced business projector to date, the high‐performance
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Overview

OUR PRICE :

Pro EX10000 features advanced 3‐chip 3LCD technology, Best‐in‐Class Color Brightness , and an
incredible contrast ratio up to 100,000 to produce vibrant, captivating images with sharp details. Built for
convenience, the Pro EX10000 includes a 20,000‐hour laser light source with no lamps to replace ,
allows for intuitive Zoom video conferencing, and offers easy connectivity to streaming devices, such as
Fire TV, Apple TV , Roku, and Chromecast , through the HDMI  ports so you can share a variety of
rich content, including movies, TV shows and more .

4,500 lumens of color and white brightness
Full HD 1080p  resolution delivers crisp text and images
20,000-hour virtually maintenance-free laser light source
True 3-Chip, 3LCD technology
Wireless, Miracast  and two HDMI ports

Throw Distance Calculator

Model: V11H990120

 Write a review
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$1,299.99

★★★★★

Best-in-Class Color
Brightness
4,500 lumens of color and white
brightness  ideal for displaying
large-group presentations,
spreadsheets and videos, even
in well-lit rooms

Astounding image
quality
Amazing Full HD 1080p
resolution delivers crisp text and
images; perfect for displaying
professional-quality
presentations, video and more

High-performance laser
light source
20,000 hours virtually
maintenance-free laser light
source delivers incredible
brightness with no lamps to
replace

True 3-Chip 3LCD
technology
Displays 100% of the RGB color
signal for every frame, providing
outstanding color accuracy while
maintaining excellent color
brightness, without any

distracting “rainbowing” or “color

Wireless connectivity
Including screen mirroring with
Miracast , plus two HDMI ports,
so you can easily video
conference and connect

streaming devices, including Fire
TV, Apple TV, Roku and
Chromecast

Get up and running in no
time
With easy image adjustments
and convenient control like 1-
1.6x optical zoom, horizontal
slider and auto vertical correction
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https://files.support.epson.com/pdc/en/Index.html


Specifications

Remote Control:

Operating Angle:
Upper/lower: ± 30 degrees

Power:

Power Consumption:
Quiet, Extended Mode: 201 W

brightness” issues seen with
other projection technologies

What's In The Box:

Pro EX10000 projector
Power cable

Projector remote control
Batteries
Quick Setup Guide

Incredible sound — built-in 16 W speaker for astounding audiovisual experience and incredible sound quality right out of the box
Built-in picture skew sensor — automatically analyzes the picture and instantly corrects the vertical keystone to help square the
image
Astounding dynamic contrast ratio up to 100,000:1 — provides exceptionally crisp, rich detail for graphs, images and videos
Award-winning service and support — standard 1-year limited warranty, full-unit replacement, along with free technical phone

support for the life of the product

Eco Features
RoHS compliant
Recyclable product
Epson America, Inc. is a SmartWay  Transport Partner

Better Products for a Better Future™ 
For more information on Epson's environmental programs, go to eco.epson.com  

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION ABOUT USAGE ENVIRONMENTS FOR MOUNTED PROJECTORS ►
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https://epson.com/For-Work/Projectors/Portable/Pro-EX10000-3LCD-Full-HD-1080p-Wireless-Laser-Projector-with-Miracast/p/eco.epson.com
https://epson.com/safety-information-about-usage-environments-for-mounted-projectors
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